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Stories of the Daring â€“ German Special ForcesUpdated 2nd Edition on July 19, 2016 - With Added

Content! Get it Now Before the Price Increases!~ READ FREE WITH KINDLE UNLIMITED

~BONUS RIGHT AFTER THE CONCLUSION ACT NOW BEFORE

GONE!________________________________________The Bold and the BraveThere may be

none more feared military unit than the dreaded German Stormtroopers. While that name has been

taken by Hollywood, the real life troopers were deadly and dangerous.This book details the

organization and formation of the Special Forces, from the earliest roots in biblical days to the World

War II German elite units. There were missteps and successes that have gone down in

history.These soldiers were specially trained, highly effective, and daring. They took chances that

other men would have shied away from. While the German soldiers of World War II fought for the

wrong causes, their bravery cannot be denied.Hereâ€™s just some of what youâ€™ll learn about:â€¢

Origins of special forcesâ€¢ How Rommel forged the path for the formation of these unitsâ€¢ Why

they lost WWIâ€¢ What their role was in WWIIâ€¢ More stories of their secret missionsThis German

Special Forces book is a look into the elite forces that helped to shape the course of both World War

I and World War II. Their bravery and mistakes have become the stuff of legends. Learn more about

the untold tales of these soldiers today. You won't regret it.DOWNLOAD NOW! Scroll up to Buy with

One-Click!
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I got this book since I am really curious about the events on WWII. In the introduction of the book,

there were different stories of David who beat Goliath, war between the Persians and Greeks, and

other wars and warriors from the past. I found that a bit odd but I realized that it was just relating to

the war and the brave people involved in it.The book contains the story of Lieutenant Wilhelm

Walter who was a war strategist and the first Brandenburger to win the highest award for service

and bravery. Not only his story but also Folkersam. Folkersam was a bold, dangerous, and cunning

member of the Brandenburgers. He took part in two of the most famous Special Forces operations

during the WWII.It was also interesting to getting to know Lt. Colonel Otto Skorzeny, Hitler's most

trusted and favorite officers. He took part in Operation Greif. It is a two part operation and their

strategy was disguising themselves as American soldiers by wearing their uniforms. There are

photos included in the book.This book highlights stories that show bravery. It does not glorify war. It

is about time to know the stories from the German's side to understand the whole history. The

background and accomplishments of the soldiers involved in the World War II were covered. I do

not war but I admire the bravery and skills the soldiers have.At the end of the book there is an

instant access to free book package of 4 books.

A comprehensive book that covers the perspective of war from the German Special forces. The

book begins by explaining the notion of war itself and then translates that to contrast the differences

between World War 1 and World War 2. I thoroughly enjoyed the first person perspective and

conversational tone that the author used throughout the book. In particular the story about the

friendly fire frightened me the most as you begin to feel the reality of destruction that is caused by

war.

After the end of world war one Hitler started a breed of soldiers, to serve as Hitlerâ€™s bodyguards

during his rise to power. This was an interesting book. Some of the stories are shocking and others

are, in their own way, inspiring. I highly recommend this book.



This book begins with an introduction to the notion of war itself. Viking berserkers, Cavemen,

Philistines... It goes on to describe the contrast between WWI and WWII. The author speaks to you

in a conversational tone as to not bore you. I was happy that the author included useful images to

accompany his explanations! One particular story that thrilled me was a case of friendly fire. A

nervous M.P killed two GI's and in another a US artillery barrage was brought down on fellow

American troops thought to be spies - wounding a number of men, some severely. If you're up for a

thrill whilst learning some deep insights about WWII, then this is definitely worth the read.

History has a great role of our present life, so I think everyone should be knowledgeable about it.

When I found this book, I never knew that history or world war II would be easier to understand until

I have finished reading it. This book is very interesting to read, and it provides a useful overview of

the organization and activities of Germany's comparatively small band of Special Forces units.

Thanks for the well documented book. The war is definitely a competition, but a dirty competition.

The war is definitely a competition, but a dirty competition.This book walks you through its beginning

from the invasion of Japanese in 1931 to 1939 when Germany and Soviet Union signed

non-aggression pact which kicked-off the war and to the years of power, attacks, battles, and fall,

defeat, death to surrender. I would highly recommended this book!

I have never read such a detailed book about Hitler's special forces. The author presented these

stories in more than just a pure factual way. It is easy to read, and I can see it being one you would

want to look at many times over. Definitely worth the hour or so it takes to get through it.

German armed forces of WWII were just as involved as Special Forces activity during the war as

were their British and American counter-part. Especially on the Eastern Front, they were particularly

effective behind the lines, sowing confusion and conducting anti-partisan activities.Special Forces

operation world-wide owe a great debt to their forerunners in WWII. The British SAS begin in WWII,

and in France before and after the Normandy Invasion, operated far behind enemy lines. The

Germans, as we have seen often took this a bit further, not only operating as soldiers behind the

line, but as spies altering their identity to further their cause.It is a great book about the history, i

hope they will continue to create books like this.

Very good book, loved the style of the author and even though the book had notable spelling errors

it it is still very well written and exiting. This book is not one of those that makes you wait till the



action. You hear all about what you want to hear and more in this book without all the waiting for the

"good parts". Basically what I'm trying to say is the whole book is the "good part". This book would

be perfect if you needed to do an essay on the World war two or especially the Germans in World

War two. One spelling error I noticed was on page the top of page 43 (actually a whole chapter was

accidentally put as page 46 on my kindle so I counted backwards from the last page witch is 49 on )

and the author misspelled Soviet Communism as Societ communism. Hope author reads this and

fixes the error.
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